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Guest Editors’ Introduction:
Special Issue on Instrumentation, Control &
Automation


T

special issue in the Internetworking Indonesia Journal
(IIJ) represents the extended version of selected papers
presented in the International Conference on Instrumentation,
Control and Automation (ICA 2009) held on 20-22 October
2009 in Bandung, Indonesia. The international conference was
organized by the Instrumentation and Control Research
Group, Faculty of Industrial Technology, Bandung Institute of
Technology (ITB). The conference is the tenth conference in
the series, with the last event being the 9th Conference of
Instrumentation and Control (CIC’2007) and the national
Seminars on Instrumentation and Control. These were
regularly hosted by the Instrumentation and Control
Laboratory, Department of Engineering Physics, Faculty of
Industrial Technology, Bandung Institute of Technology since
1988.
The international conference addresses the most recent
topics in instrumentation, control and automation, both in
research stages and industrial developments. It is the goal of
the conference to become the scientific forum for academics,
researchers, and practitioners, to share ideas, experiences,
vision and information in this field. For over the 20 years of
the running of these seminars and conferences, the group has
fostered a solid community of instrumentation, control and
automation in Indonesia.
In this special issue, five papers were selected to represent
the investigation, the development and the application of
information and communication technology in the area of
instrumentation, control and automation.
The title of the first paper is the Construction and Operation
of the MARS-CT Scanner. This paper presents the
development of a spectroscopic CT scanner with capability of
taking multiple energy CT images of small animal and
pathology specimen. The researchers designed and constructed
a gantry with corresponding control electronics and software
to drive a conventional x-ray tube and a Medipix2 x-ray
detector around an object of up to 100 mm diameter. The
scanned images subsequently reconstructed into a 3D
spectroscopic projection data. This study successfully takes
3D images at 43 μm resolution for small objects such as mice.
The second paper proposes the utilization of a random
access scheme Slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA) to improve the
performance of multi-code multi-carrier code-division
multiple
accesses
(MC-MC-CDMA)
systems.
The
HIS

improvement is demonstrated in forms of the increase of
number of assigned codes and sub-carriers, higher throughput
for high bit rate signal transmission.
The third paper presents the Intelligent Learning Objects
(LOs) Through Web Services Architecture. The authors has
identified and created common Web services, which essential
for the creation and authoring stages of typical e-Learning
system architecture by utilized Learning Objects (LOs). These
services provide a common interface between various
components leading to the platform independence, the
interoperability between learning systems and the function
reusability of e-Learning platform.
The fourth paper presents the improvement of industrial
control quality by using a statistical process control method.
The authors uses the classical Tennessee Eastman Process
Simulation Case to demonstrate the advantage of using the
statistical process control module to evaluate the operation
cost, the product quality, process pressure, and production
rate, as well as to tune the control parameters.
The fifth paper demonstrates the utilization of ISE
Simulator version 9.2i (Xilinx) and the very high integrated
circuit hardware description language (VHDL) programming
to evaluate the use of Field Programming Gate Array (FPGA)
in a circuit for the detection and counting of partial discharge
signals in underground cable.
The guest editors would like to thank to Editorial Board of
IIJ and especially Dr. Thomas Hardjono as the Chief Editor
for his support and encouragement from preparation until
finalization of the selected papers of the International
Conference on Instrumentation, Control and Automation
(ICA) 2009 in the Internetworking Indonesia Journal (IIJ). The
contribution from the invited authors is gratefully
acknowledged. The guest editors would like to congratulate all
authors for their efforts in preparing such excellent extended
papers. The editors wish that the readers will find this issue
not only stimulating but also helpful and practicable in
instrumentation, control and automation areas.

The Guest Editors can be reached at the following email addresses. Dr.
Endra Joelianto is at ejoel@tf.itb.ac.id, while Dr. Estiyanti Ekawati is at
esti@tf.itb.ac.id.
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Construction and Operation
of the MARS-CT Scanner
R. Zainon1, A.P.H. Butler2, N. J. Cook3, J. S. Butzer4, N. Schleich5, N. de Ruiter6, L. Tlustos7,
M. J. Clark8, R. Heinz9 and P.H. Butler10

Abstract— The aim of this project is to build a spectroscopic
CT scanner capable of taking multi energy CT images of small
animal and pathology specimens. The current prototype scanner
uses a conventional x-ray tube and a Medipix2 x-ray detector
(developed by the European Organisation for Nuclear Research CERN) that is capable of photon counting and energy
discrimination. The scanner is referred to as the Medipix All
Resolution System-CT (MARS-CT). We designed and
constructed the gantry and control electronics so that the
detector and x-ray tube could be rotated around an object of up
to 100 mm diameter. Software was written to control the scanner
and to reconstruct the spectroscopic projection data into a 3D
volume, using cone beam filtered back projection. The
Manuscript received February 18, 2010. This work was supported by New
Zealand Foundation for Research, Science, and Technology (PROJ-13860NMTS-UOC.
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An earlier version of this paper was presented at the ICA2009 International
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scanner successfully takes 3D images at 43 μm resolution. The
user is able to define the energy ranges known as energy bins.
The scanner's stability, accuracy and image quality was proven
and tested. We successfully scanned a range of small objects
including mice.
Index Terms— computed tomography, Medipix, photon counting
detector, spectral x-ray imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION
NTEREST in dual energy computed tomography (Dual
energy CT, or DECT) has grown in recent years
following the development of commercial systems for
clinical use. These systems work by having either two x-ray
tubes or a single x-ray tube operated at two voltages. The aim
of our work was to construct an x-ray CT scanner capable of
acquiring a 3D dataset in multiple energy bins. It provides
spatial and energy information at the same time so is
referred to as Medipix All Resolution System CT (MARSCT).
Spectroscopic x-ray detectors such as CERN's Medipix
detectors offer the possibility of energy-selective
biomedical x-ray imaging. The MARS-CT scanner is part of a
new generation of CT scanners using this new type of x-ray
detector. These detectors count individual x-ray photons within
specified energy windows. This allows for CT images of
objects to be obtained with spectral information [1]. The
current prototype scanner, MARS-CT, is being operated and
tested at the Bioengineering Laboratory in the Department of
Radiology at Christchurch Hospital. Groups within the
Medipix collaboration as well as suppliers of medical x-ray
systems are working on reconstructing the material
composition from radiographs [2].

I

II. SCANNER COMPONENTS AND OPERATION
The MARS-CT system is a desktop x-ray CT scanner
consisting of a micro focus x-ray tube aligned with an x-ray
detector. This is placed in a rotating gantry controlled by a
motor system. It enables us to image small (up to 100 mm
diameter and 200 mm length) animals and biological samples.
The scanner was designed to take full advantage of the high
spatial and energy resolution that Medipix2 offers (55 µm
square pixels). Energy resolution is limited by detector
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characteristics such as sensor material and low energy chargesharing effects.
The scanner was built to prove both the detector’s abilities
and the scanner design; it had to be safe, robust,
architecturally flexible, transportable and affordable. Figures
1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 show a MARS-CT scanner design, a
photograph of the completed MARS-CT gantry, the object
and detector translation axes, MARS-CT scanner and a top
view of the loaded specimen, respectively.

ZAINON ET AL.

produce spatial registration errors between each the two
energies.
Most CT advances have been to improve the use of
absorption information and to reject scattering information. Of
all the areas of possible improvement for radiation detectors,
energy discrimination of incident x-ray photons is the most
promising [4]. Energy discriminating photon counting pixel
detectors, such as Medipix, enable recording of energy
spectrum of the x-ray beam.
MARS-CT uses a single standard x-ray beam with a
spectral detector. Thus, multiple energy measurements can be
obtained. The Medipix detector is a photon counting detector.
That is, it records the properties of an x-ray beam on a photon
by photon basis with virtually no detector noise. In particular,
each pixel of the Medipix detector has the electronics to
measure and record the energy of each photon. The extra
energy information provides enhanced differentiation between
tissue types such as bone, muscle, fat and contrast agents
without the drawbacks of the dual source approach.

Figure 1: MARS-CT scanner design

Figure 2: Completed MARS-CT gantry
In Figure 3, different types of CT imaging techniques are
given. These ranges from standard (broad spectrum) CT to
dual-energy CT and spectral CT (MARS-CT) [3]. In standard
CT, machines are only capable of measuring the overall
attenuation of x-rays as they pass through an object. Each
material’s x-ray attenuation depends on its atomic number and
electron density. A CT image is created by directing x-rays
through an object from multiple orientations and measuring
their resultant decrease in intensity. The grey levels in a CT
slice correspond to x-ray attenuation, which reflects the
proportion of x-rays scattered or absorbed as they pass
through each voxel. Standard single energy CT characterises
tissues with a single scalar value (Hounsfields Unit) giving
total attenuation.in a voxel.
Dual-energy CT systems have been developed as a
technique for improving material separation capabilities by
using x-rays from a single source repeated at a different tube
kilovoltage, or by using dual sources (x-ray tubes at 90
˚).
While dual-energy CT obtains additional information about
the elementary chemical composition of the scanned material,
images are limited to two energies with overlapping x-ray
spectra. In addition, rotation of the gantry or x-ray tube offset

Figure 3. Different types of CT imaging techniques
A. Medipix2 Detector and the Detection Principle of x-rays
Advances in CMOS technology have opened up new
possibilities in particle detection and imaging. In recent years,
particle physics experiments have been transformed by the
introduction of application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC)
particularly for tracking detectors. Pixel detectors have
become key components in tracking systems, especially in
high radiation environments where excellent spatial resolution
is combined with extremely high signal to noise ratios. This
allows physicists to find evidence of rare particle tracks in
very complicated events [5]. The Medipix2 chip demonstrated
that the photon counting approach provides images with
excellent dynamic range which are practically free of nonphotonic noise [6]-[7]. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of
the Medipix2 detector.
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Figure 5: Medipix2 detector
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of Medipix2
The Medipix2 chip (Figure 5) consists of 256 x 256
identical elements. Each works in single photon counting
mode for positive or negative input charge signals.
An incident x-ray photon generates a cloud of electron-hole
pairs in the semiconductor (eg. silicon or CdTe) sensor layer
of the detector. These charge pairs are measured by the
underlying ASIC layer. The electronics of each pixel counts
the photons incident on the sensor, but can also be set to only
count photons that fall within a certain energy range. Each
Medipix2 pixel is 55 µm2, giving a spatial resolution
comparable to mammographic film; the film with the smallest
grain size in regular use in medical imaging. Each Medipix2
pixel acts as an individual spectral detector. The logic circuits
for each pixel (approximately 600 transistors) can analyse
incoming events at near megahertz rates, comparing the
charge of the electron-hole cloud with preset threshold levels.
That is, an incident photon is only counted if its energy is
above this software selectable threshold. The results are to
have an imaging detector with a spatial resolution of 55 µm2
and an energy resolution of about 2 keV across the range of 8
– 140 keV.
In summary, the Medipix2 detector is a hybrid ionising
particle detector designed to provide energy selective images
at high spatial and temporal resolutions. These position
sensitive detectors have been successfully used in
spectroscopic radiation measurements [6].
In Medipix3, the latest version of the chip, each pixel has
two thresholds and two counters allowing for two
simultaneous energy measurements with. In addition it has
another mode in which group of four pixels communicates to
produce a super-pixel capable of simultaneously reading eight
energy windows simultaneously. These allowing for true
spectroscopic CT without multiple x-ray exposures. Medipix3
also has significantly improved energy resolution because
each pixel communicates with its neighbor to correct for
charge sharing effects.

B. MUROS Readout System
The Medipix2 re-Usable Readout System, version 2,
(Muros2) board is an interface between a board carrying a
maximum of four Medipix2 chips and a National Instruments
DIO-653X board. The Muros2 has been developed at the
National Institute for Nuclear Physics and High Energy
Physics (NIKHEF) as a successor to the Muros1 board,
(designed for Medipix1) [7]. The Muros2 board supports
serial communication with the Medipix2 chip.
C. Gantry and Housing
The scanner is built around a stable steel frame made of 50
x 25 mm2 welded box-section steel. This is designed to keep
any twisting or vibration to a minimum. The scanner gantry is
constructed from two solid steel endplates attached to each
other by four steel rods to form a strong and rigid rotating
unit. The endplates rotate on large diameter bearings, leaving
a
106 mm hole for sample tubes to pass through. This
gives a maximum sample size of 100 mm. One side of the
gantry is formed by a solid steel base plate, which provides
support for the x-ray tube and the detector. All sides are
covered by stainless steel panels, one of which has a primary 3
mm lead barrier for radiation shielding.
The scanner is housed in a lead shielded box (Figure 5)
which consists of 1.8 mm lead sandwiched between 0.5 mm
aluminium and 0.5 mm stainless steel. The box has
interlocked access on sample doors, and shielded ports for
cable entry and ventilation. A warning light on the scanner
box is illuminated when x-rays are being produced. There is
no measurable radiation outside the box. Cables going to the
rotating gantry are arranged to accommodate a half twist as
they leave the scanner through a port in line with the centre of
rotation.
The micro focus tube and high voltage generator are fixed
to a base plate on one side of the gantry. This base plate can
be moved in or out to give the most efficient position ensuring
complete coverage of the sample object. A fan has been
mounted to cool the x-ray tube and allow continuous
operation at full current. On the opposing side, a Medipix2
detector is positioned. It is mounted on a plate that allows fine
angular adjustment to ensure the detector pixels are aligned
with the vertical axis. Since the detectors are small (either a
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single detector chip at 14 x 14 mm2 or a quad detector
assembly at 28 x 28 mm2) they may need to be translated
vertically to create a complete projection radiograph. The
mounting plate is connected to a screw drive which accurately
translates the detector to each imaging position. The screw
drive is supported by the steel base plate and can be translated
perpendicular to the access of rotation to accommodate
different sample sizes, which range from 25 to 80 mm.

Figure 8: The MARS-CT gantry with its main components
labelled (a) Medipix2 detector, (b) sample (in this case a
human atheroma plaque fixed in Perspex), (c) sample
holder and (d) micro focus x-ray tube.
Figure 6: The scanner axes

D. X-ray tube
A Thermo Scientific Kevex PXS11-150-75 is the x-ray
source for the MARS-CT scanner. It is a portable x-ray source
with 75 kV and 11.25 W. It has constant potential and minifocus for use in high resolution radiography and real time
imaging applications. The 40 μm spot size delivers high
resolution direct x-ray magnified images over the entire range
of operation. In spite of its high performance, the Kevex
PXS11 uses a filament cathode, thereby eliminating the need
for bias or focus supplies which are necessary for dispenser
cathode type x-ray tubes.
The Kevex PXS11 combines the x-ray tube, high voltage
power supply and control circuitry in one compact package
that is powered from a 28 VDC source. The specifications of
this micro focus x-ray tube include: a 8.9 mm Focus-to-Object
Distance ( FOD) which enables high magnification; a high
flux output of 70 R/min at 11.25 W; an operating voltage
range of 40–75 kV ± 1%, which enables use with a wide range
of materials; an integrated source-tube power supply and
control circuitry; an internal cooling fan. The x-ray tube
weight is approximately 4 kg.

Figure 7: MARS-CT scanner with its main components
labelled (a) lead shielded box, (b) stepper motor, (c)
gantry, (d) motor controller, (e) x-ray controller, (f)
fan switch, (g) power supply and (h) MUROS power.

E. Operation of the MARS-CT scanner usingMedipix2
The operation of the x-ray tube, the stepper motors and the
Medipix2 detector is controlled by Matlab on a dedicated PC.
Serial interfaces are used for the x-ray tube and stepper
motors. The Medipix2 detector is read using Pixelman
software [8] via a custom designed Pixelman-Matlab
interface. The user defines a number of parameters before
scanning. These include the number of rotational steps, the
number of sensor positions (to enlarge the field of view), the
threshold settings and corresponding acquisition times. In
order to simplify cable management on the gantry, the scanner
is designed to complete one revolution and then return to the
starting position.
The detector and x-ray source are mounted on the gantry
with the sample between. An image (called a frame) is taken
and then gantry rotated. Then the detector and source are
rotated around the sample. At the next stop another next
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projection frame is taken. This process is repeated around the
entire sample. The number of stops and therefore projection
frames taken is determined by the user. For larger samples the
detector can be moved linearly up and/or down and the
process repeated. This creates more than one frame at each
rotation stop. The frames are stitched together to form the
projection images. A small overlap of a few pixels maintained
in the movement to help check alignment and to ensure
consistent exposures. All scanner control and image triggering
is performed via Matlab routines. Table 1 shows an example
of typical scan parameters for four energy bins. The reduced
time at lower energies is to ensure that a similar number of
photons are measured above each threshold.
Table 1: Scan parameters for mouse with four energy bins
Energy (keV) of the low threshold
12
17
33
42
Time (s)
0.3
0.3 1.5 3.0

III. IMAGE RECOVERY, PROCESSING AND VISUALISATION
Images obtained from the multi-energy MARS-CT scanner
were processed by back projection to a 3D volume data set
using Octopus version 8.2 [9]. Octopus is commercial
tomography reconstruction software for cone beam CT, spiral
CT, or parallel beam CT. The software allows the user to
change a number of settings concerning the pre-processing
and filtering. Pre-processing steps are included in the package
such as ring filtering, normalisation, beam hardening
correction and axis tilt correction.
In addition, the CBCT reconstruction algorithm was also
implemented in Matlab to reconstruct images from the
projections. A variation of the Feldkamp, Davis and Kress
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) algorithm (TFDK-algorithm) [10] was used to reconstruct the images. This
includes two steps of rebinning the projection data and
performing a filtered backprojection. Additional preprocessing of the raw projection data was required due to the
special scanner geometry.
The point source emits a cone shaped beam, which is
detected by the two-dimensional Medipix detector. The
detector rotates simultaneously around the centre of rotation,
which ideally is in the centre of the object. Each pixel of the
projections obtained with a cone-beam can be characterized
by the rotation angle α, the fan angle γ and the cone angle θ.
In the first step of rebinning, the so called row-wise rebinning,
one row of the pixels is taken which implies a fixed value of
the cone angle θ. The lot of the same rows from all projections
represents a fan-beam set-up and can be converted into
parallel-beam geometry. Each set of rotation angle and fan
angle can be described by a corresponding pair of rotation
angle and distance u of the x-ray detected by this specific
pixel to the centre of rotation.
Now using one column of this row-wise rebinned data at a
time (fixed value of u), the second step of rebinning is done
which involves projecting the row-wise rebinned data onto a
planar and rectangular virtual detector. After applying a
weighting factor to each pixel accounting for the angle of the

7

x-ray detected by this specific pixel to the horizontal plane,
the object can be reconstructed with filtered backprojection.
The 3D reconstructed images can be used for visualisation
purposes to produce a more comprehensive model of the
object. A research program for volumetric visualisation, called
MARSExplorer, is being developed for the interactive
exploration of the spectroscopic data as volumetric objects.
This will allow for better diagnosis and interpretation of
medical and biological data. MARSExplorer provides multiple
views to allow for comparison of energy bins side by side or
multiple views of the same energy bin. Each view can
combine energy bins with simple techniques including finding
the average, difference, and maximum and minimum voxels
between two energy bins. Also, three energy bins can be
assigned to the three primary colours to directly compare
brightness levels of the voxels and contrast the differences
with the resulting colour (colour combination mode ) .
MARSExplorer provides a basic set of volumetric tools for
navigating through the energy bins. These tools include
slicing the volume, controlling the transparency and
thresholding the luminance range. The tools are mapped to
slider bars to allow for fast and interactive control over the
volume. The algorithm for direct volumetric rendering is
based on the volume rendering integral. Furthermore, a
Maximum Intensity Projection algorithm and an iso-surface
algorithm are integrated into MARSExplorer. Also included is
a volumetric PACS viewer, which allows the direct view of
any slice of the energy bin in any orientation.
The performance of MARSExplorer is dependent on the
hardware of the desktop PC. With a PC containing a GEForce
8800 GT graphics card with 512Mb video RAM, up to 1800
slices of 512 x 512 pixels (16 bit, tiff images) can be stored
on the graphics card. The frame rate peaks at 60fps depending
on the number of iterations chosen, for the volume rendering
integral. The standard settings for direct volume rendering
with four views results are 30 fps.
The tools for navigating through the volumes include
slicing, transparency, threshold and iteration controls as well
as pan, rotate and scale tools. Most of these tools are currently
mapped to the keyboard, but widgets are being developed so
that the program interface is more interactive, for example the
slider bars which control the slicing. While artefacts are still
visible the volume is clear. Continual improvements are being
made to the program moving it from its basic form to
incorporate more complex rendering algorithms. An additional
program called osgMARSImage was created for 3D
visualisation of the scanned objects.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To date several objects have been scanned. These include
test phantoms and mice. We were able to successfully obtain
multi-energy CT images with a spatial resolution of 43μm.
Example images are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11. The cross
section of a mouse abdomen, volume rendering of a mouse
skull and paws and 3D image of the mouse respectively, are
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shown.

Figure 9: Cross section of a mouse abdomen with its main
components labelled (a) spine, (b) support tube, (c)
stomach and (d) air.

Figure 10: Volume rendering of a mouse with its main
components labelled (a) jaw, (b) skull base and (c) paws.

Figure 11: 3D image of a mouse
Besides these advantages of CT many further important
clinical applications had been discovered by our spectroscopic
CT and provide valuable findings in medical imaging. We had
shown that MARS-CT scanner has the potential in
atherosclerotic plaque imaging [11]-[12]. Currently, dualenergy CT has led the discrimination between different tissue
types in atherosclerotic plaque. Results from dual-energy CT
suggests that spectra CT is feasible for the discrimination of
iron and calcium, both of which may be of similar attenuation
on single energy CT images. Identification of iron and
calcium plaque components might allow for the non-invasive

ZAINON ET AL.

detection of unstable plaque in vivo.
Moreover, we are able to improve evaluation of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) using novel
spectroscopic-CT scanner to improve the. NAFLD has
become the most common form of liver disease in Western
communities, affecting an estimated 17-33% of American
adults [13]. Primary NAFLD is the liver component of the
“metabolic syndrome”, a collection of diseases associated with
obesity [14]. The clinical spectrum of NAFLD ranges from
simple fatty liver or steatosis, to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH, fatty liver with inflammation and evidence of
hepatocyte damage), cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma
or liver failure [13]. In addition, x-ray attenuation curves
(mass attenuation curves) have been measured for a variety of
elements, compounds and mixtures, including adipose tissue,
and are well understood [15].
Mass attenuation curves are traditionally measured on a
spectroscope, by scanning a monochromatic X-ray beam from
a monochromator through a range of energies and measuring
the absorption across that range. However, unless an
expensive synchrotron x-ray source is used, the beams are not
intense enough to provide the spatial information required for
biological imaging. We had demonstrated a method for
measuring the attenuation curves of liver and fat tissue on a
MARS-CT scanner with the anatomical resolution of a typical
small animal microCT and with anticipated practical
applications towards the quantification of fat in the liver [16].
In addition, energy resolving capabilities of x-ray detectors
like the Medipix2 offer access to spectral information. This is
a new domain of information for medical imaging. A
conventional CT measures the cumulative attenuation of all
the materials involved, a contrast agent cannot be
distinguished from bone or calcifications [17]. Using Medipix
technology only single x-ray source energy is needed, but the
energy bins of the Medipix detector are programmed to
optimally detect K-edge and slope differences between
contrast agents and background tissue [18]. Identification of
multiple contrast agents has already been demonstrated [19].
We have also developed a method to enhance the spectral
images in the energy domain to identify the number of
independent patterns of spectral variation. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was used to identify the number
independent attenuation profiles within the data [19]-[20].

V. CONCLUSION
Combining the broad energy spectrum of an x-ray tube with
an energy resolving detector enables us to acquire data in
chosen energy bins. This approach is different to that of dualenergy-CT, where two tubes or a modification of the energy
spectrum of a single tube is used. Key benefits of MARS-CT
over dual-energy systems are the use of a single x-ray tube
and projection data with no overlapping energies. These are
consequences of the ability of the Medipix family of detectors
being able to resolve the energy of each incident photon. The
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user can specify the energy windows. The energy windows
can be optimised for imaging specific materials.
FUTURE WORK
The MARS-CT scanner is able to provide 3D spectroscopic
x-ray images of small animals and of pathology specimens.
Image processing and display techniques are being developed
for best utilising this novel energy information. A variety of
clinical applications have been investigated, and further
experiments will be carried out using pathology specimens
and mouse models of diseases. In particular, we are
concentrating on applications in vascular and breast cancer
imaging. Work on spectroscopic material reconstruction is
ongoing. The anticipated benefits from using spectroscopic
pixel detectors for medical imaging include reduction of
image artefacts, better contrast imaging and improved soft
tissue contrast. Initial work with the Medipix2 detector found
that it is reliable and easy to use. MARS-CT is designed to
incorporate future versions of Medipix, such as Medipix3
which has better energy resolution and up to eight
simultaneous thresholds.
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Analysis Throughput Multi-code Multicarrier
CDMA S-ALOHA
Hoga Saragih1
Bina Nusantara University
Jakarta, Indonesia
Abstract— This paper proposes an integrated system
consisting of multi-code multicarrier code-division multiple
accesses (MC-MC-CDMA) with random access scheme Slotted
ALOHA (S-ALOHA), named multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA, respectively. The performance analysis of both systems
is stated as throughput. Multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA is proposed to improve performance of multi-code
CDMA or multicarrier CDMA.
In multi-code multicarrier CDMA S-ALOHA, each user is
allowed to transmit multiple orthogonal codes, so the proposed
MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA system can support various data
rates, as required by the next generation standard. In MC-MCCDMA S-ALOHA the initial data is serial to parallel converted
to a number of lower rate data streams. Each stream which
consists of part of the initial data called sub-packet will be coded
to a number of multiple orthogonal codes then modulated using
specific spreading code for each user, and all sub stream signal
are transmitted in parallel on different sub carrier.
The combination of a multi-code scheme and a multi-carrier
code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) and ALOHA, called
MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA, with dual medium, is proposed and
analyzed in an AWGN channel. Each medium has different
characteristics in data rate transmission. The high-rate bit
transmitted data user is serial to parallel converted into low-rate
bit streams and assigned with multiple-orthogonal code. Each
low-rate bit stream is transmitted over L orthogonal sub-carrier.
In this paper we divide interference into different types
depending on codes and sub-carriers in this system, and we carry
out our analysis to obtain the BER and throughput taking into
account all these types.
The performance of the system is improved as the number of
assigned codes and sub-carriers increases, and also the results
show that the proposed MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA system
outperforms both multi-carrier CDMA S-ALOHA and multicode CDMA S-ALOHA in fixed bandwidth allocation.
The results show that both systems have higher throughput
for high bit rate signal transmission than multi-code CDMA SALOHA or multicarrier CDMA S-ALOHA. It is also shown that
the throughput of both systems improve as the number of code
and sub carriers, while the increase of sub packet length
degrades the throughput of both systems.
Index Terms : Multiple-access protocols, CDMA, S-ALOHA,
Multicode Multicarrier CDMA S-ALOHA.
1
Hoga Saragih is with the Faculty of Computer Studies, Bina
Nusantara University. An earlier version of this paper was presented
at the ICA2009 International Conference in Bandung, Indonesia.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

uture wireless system such as third generation (3G) or
fourth generation (4G) will need to flexibly provide
subscribers with a variety of services such as voice, data,
images, and video. Because these services have widely
differring data rates and traffic profiles, future generation
systems will have to accomodate a wide variety of data rates
such as low-data rate or high-data rate (multi-rate).
There are two general schemes that are used to accomodate
the multi-rate system Code Division Multiple Acces (CDMA),
namely the variable spreading gain (VSG) system scheme and
the multi-code CDMA scheme [1]. The VSG system provides
a variety of spreading gain for every user. The disadvantage of
this system is that the spreading gain falls very low [2]. The
CDMA multi-code system is able to accomodate variable data
rates which is provided by multiple-code and different
capacity for each of user. In a multi-code system, the
spreading factor continuosly keeps constant. The disadvantage
of this system is that the increase of the data rate of every
user will influence the increase of interference because the
carrier used to transmit the signal is the same (single-carrier)
[3] .
CDMA systems have some disadvantages such as intersymbol interference (ISI) and inter-chip inteference (ICI) [4].
The multicarrier CDMA scheme (MC-CDMA) is one
approach used to overcome those problems. Essam A. Sourour
and his colleagues have researched the perfomance of
multicarrier CDMA systems [4]. Every data user goes
through a serial-to-paralel converter and then divided into
low-rate data stream or low rate data symbol. Every low rate
data symbol will be transmitted by some subcarrier that have
narrowand bandwidth [5,6]. In [10], the BER system multi
carrier DS-CDMA and multirate traffic have been researched
and analyzed.
The integrated system consisting of multi-code CDMA and
multicarrier CDMA called multi-code multicarrier CDMA
(MC-MC-CDMA) has been widely researched [1,3]. In [1],
research was directed towards the performance of MC-MCCDMA system for uplink communications. The work of [3]
researched and analyzed the perfomance of MC-MC CDMA
in single medium. The results shows that MC-MC CDMA
system is better than multicarrier CDMA system and multicode CDMA system in a certain bandwidth alocation.
This paper proposes an integrated system consisting of
multi-code CDMA and multicarrier CDMA, and additionally
ALOHA for dual medium traffic or dual-rate traffic. In MC-
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MC CDMA ALOHA system, every user from all media will
be transmitted in multiple-code through some subcarrier
according to its data rate. The different characteristics of every
media will influence the interference increase because of the
code and subcarrier from users in the same medium and also
the code and subcarrier from users in another medium.
The analyzed parameter is the throughput of MC-MCCDMA ALOHA with dual medium or dual rate traffic in
AWGN channel. The assumed system has two mediums that
have different traffic profiles. The first user in medium s
focused on code to-m and subcarrier to-l is a reference. The
calculation of throughput is based on the consideration of the
interference influencing from code and subcarrier in the same
medium and also code and subcarrier in a different medium.
The system also assumed that inter subcarrier and code from
user is orthogonal.
The model of the system MC-MC-CDMA is explained in
section 2. The explanation of BER is given in section 3 while
section 4 discusses interference. Section 5 discusses MC-MC
CDMA ALOHA, while section 6 presents the results and
analysis of the calculation of the throughput with the results
shown graphicly. The conclusions are provided in section 7.

Gs1 =

Tb
Tc1

M s L +1
(6)
Tc1 , and
2
M s LTb LTm Ts
(7)
=
= =
Gs
Tc
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Subtitute Tc1 from (6) to equation (5) hence :
2Tc
(8)
Tb =
Gs1
M s L +1
Subtitute Tb from (8) to equation (7) so that processing gain
Tc =

for multi-code multicarrier CDMA system is
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The transmitted signal from user to-k and medium s is

∑∑

(5)

Spreading code duration and processing gain for multicode
multicarrier are

II. SYSTEM MODEL

sk( s ) (t )

SARAGIH

where
(1)

From equation (1),

Pk( s ) is transmission power from user to-

k and medium s,

ck( s,m) is code to-m from user k, ωl is

subcarrier frequency to-l that have initial phase

θ ( s ) , l is the
k ,l

number of subcarrier in a system (l = 1, 2, 3, ..., L), Ms is the
(s)

(t − τ

(s)
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(10)

) cos (ωl t + φ k ,l )
(s)

(s)
φk=
θ k(,sl) − ωlτ k( s ) , Ps is received power and assumed
,l

for all user is in the same medium. (s = 1, 2, ..., S). Assumed
perfect power control for every medium. For example, P1 is
received power from medium 1 and P2 is received power
from medium 2, but P1 is not same as P2. φk ,l (t ) is the
different beetween

τ k( s )

θ k ,l and

phase that caused by time delay.

is time delay for user k from medium s.

number of sequence code that used in medium s, bk , m ,l is

III. BER APPROXIMATION

transmitted data in medium s that reference in code to-m and
subcarrier to-l.

Standard Gaussian Approximation (SGA) is used, so that
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) from another user is
assumed random. No loss of generality, assuming that desire
user is first user (k = 1) from medium s with focus on code tom and subcarrier to-l. Output from coherent matched filter in
code to-m and subcarrier to-l from receiver are for user to-1
from medium s is

=
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=
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rectangular pulse with duration Tc and Ts. h(t) will be 1 if
0 ≤ t ≤ Ts and will be 0 if 0 > t > Ts . Frequency equation is

α k( s,m)

orthogonality :

matched filter can expressed as :

2π
ωl = ω1 + (l − 1)
Tc

(4)

When assume the transmission bandwidth is pass-band nullto-null 2/Tc1 and when Gs1 is processing gain for single-code
single-carrier DS-CDMA

(s)
k ,m

)

(11)

0

is shifting phase in receiver. Output from the previous

(s)
Z1,( sm),l = D1,( sm),l + N1,( sl ) + I tot

Z1,( sm),l = D1,( sm),l + N1,( sl ) + I1( s ) + I 2( s ) + I 3( s ) + I 4( s )
+ I 5( s ) + I 6( s ) + I 7( s ) + I 8( s ) + I 9( s )
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(s)
is total interference
N1,( sl ) is AWGN with zero mean , I tot

that caused by code and subcarrier in medium s and medium i,

(c) Interference from same code and another subcarrier that is
used by another user.
This interference is inter-carrier interference.

D1,( sm),l is desired signal for user to-l from medium s in code
=
I 3( s )
to-m and subcarrier to-l.
When assumed that the desire signal is the signal from user to1 comes from medium s in code to-m and subcarrier to-l and

ωl >> T
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(d) Interference from another code and same subcarrier that is
used by another user.
The interference caused by another code from the
same subcarrier that used by another user.
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4.1. Interference Variance
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This kind of variance is [10]:
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× cos(ωq t + α1,( sq) ) dt

Signal noise n(t) assumed have same spectrum for all the
frequency allocated is No/2 (two-sided spectral density) and
zero mean. Variance noise is given [7].
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medium s. In the system model, assumed that inter code
The interference caused by another code and
and inter subcarrier in the same user have orthogonality
another subcarrier that used by another user.
so that interference will not occur [4]. This case will
L
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occur if there is no multipath fading.
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× cos (ωq − ωl )t + φk( ,sq) − α1,( sq)  dt
that is used by another user.
The variance from this interference is
This interference is categorize as interference in
Ks
L
single-code single-carrier CDMA. If assumed time delay
6 Ps Tc2 ( M s − 1)Gs
(s)
(23)
Var[ I 5 ] =
(s)
τ k distributed uniformly with one bit duration T,
4π 2 (q − l ) 2
=
k 2=
q 1, q ≠ l
Ks

∑

2

2

∑ ∑ ∑ ∫

∑∑

( 0 ≤τ k

(s)

=
I 2( s )

≤ Ts ).
K s Ts

2 Ps ∑ ∫ bk( s,m) ,l (t − τ k( s ) ) ck( s,m) (t − τ k( s ) )

4.1.2.

k =2 0

× cos(ωl t + φ1,( sl ) ) c1,m (t ) cos(ωl t + α1,( sl ) )dt

that is used by another user.
If assumed that user to-k from medium s that is as
a reference user and integrator medium is medium i (i =
1, 2, ..., S), where i ≠ s and assumed also that time delay

(17)

from integrator user

Ks

2
PT
s c Gs
6
k =2

(a) Interference from a different code and different subcarrier

(16)
This kind of variance interference is [10]:

Var[ I 2( s ) ] = ∑

Interference from a user in a different medium

τ k(i )

distributed uniformly with 1 bit

period from integrator user is Ti, where
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I

Pi S Ki Ts (i )
bk ,m ,l (t − τ k(i ) )
∑
∑
∫
0
2 i =1, i ≠ s k =1

(s)
6

I 9( s ) =

× ck(i,)m (t − τ k(i ) ) c1,m (t ) Cos φk ,l dt
Where

Ki

P T 3G G
Var[ I 6( s ) ] = ∑ ∑ i c s i
6 Ti
i =1, i ≠ s k =1

(25)

(b) Interference from the same code and another subcarrier.
The interference caused by another subcarrier
from user in medium i.
S

I

(s)
7

Ki

L

∑∑∑

i =1, i ≠ s k =1 q =1, q ≠ l

Pi
2

∫

Ts

0

(i )
k , m ,l

b

(t − τ )

× ck(i,)m (t − τ k(i ) ) c1,m (t )

i =1, i ≠ s k =1 m '=1, m '≠ m q =1, q ≠ l

(26)

Ts

Ki

The variance of this kind of interference is

Var[ I 9( s ) ] =

Ki

Mi

∑∑ ∑

i =1, i ≠ s k =1 m '=1, m '≠ m

Pi
2

∫

Ts

0

bk(i,m) ',l (t − τ k(i ) )

(s)
7

Mi

(30)

(d) Interference from another code and another subcarrier.
The interference caused by another code and
another subcarrier from user and from medium i.

(s)
8

(s)
9

Ks
N
T 2G K s L
3T 2G
SINR −1 =o + ∑ c 2s + ∑ ∑ 2 2 c s 2
2 Eb =k 2 3Ts =k 2 =q 1,q ≠l π Ts (q − l )

 π2 
1 − 
6 

Ks
L
T 2 ( M − 1)Gs
+∑ ∑ c2 2 s
2
k 2=
q 1, q ≠ l π Ts ( q − l )
=

(28)

Mi

3
 π2 
PT
i c
M
∑∑ ∑

i 1 −
6 
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 m '=1, m '≠ m 12Ti

Ki

(35)

+ Var[ I ] + Var[ I ] + Var[ I ]

Subtitute the formula of processing gain from another
medium Gi to equation (29), hence :
S

Var[ I1( s ) ] + Var[ I 2( s ) ] + Var[ I 3( s ) ]

(27)

2
 π2 
PT
i i
Var[ I8( s ) ] ∑ ∑ ∑
M
 (29)
i 1 −
3
6 
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 m '=1, m '≠ m 12Gi


Var[ I8( s ) ]

(34)

(s)
Var[η ] + Var[ I tot
]

(s)
Var[ I tot
]=

Using the process like the interference that is caused by
another code and the same subcarrier from another user in
the same medium, so that the variance from this
interference is
Ki

(33)

D1

× ck( i,)m (t − τ k( i ) ) c1,m (t ) Cos 2 (ωl t ) dt

S

(32)

1 L 1
∑ erfc( SINR )
L l =1 2

The interference caused by another code in the
same subcarrier from the user in medium i.
S

3
PT
i c M i Gs Gi
∑∑∑
2
2
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 q =1, q ≠ l 2Tiπ ( q − l )
L

Subtitute the desired signal, noise signal, interference from
medium s and interference from medium i, so the average Bit
Error Rate (BER) equation in medium s is

L

(c) Interference from another code and the same subcarrier.

I8( s )

Ki

S

+ Var[ I 4( s ) ] + Var[ I 5( s ) ] + Var[ I 6( s ) ]

Pi Tc3Gs Gi
∑∑∑
2
2
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 q =1, q ≠ l 2 Tiπ ( q − l )
S

(31)

× Cos (ωq − ωl )t + φk( i,q) − α k( s,l)  dt

This kind of variance is [10] :

Var  I 7( s )  =

Pi
2

0

SINR =

× Cos (ωq − ωl ) t + φk(i,q) − α k(i,l) 

L

× ∫ bk( i,m) ',q (t − τ k( i ) )ck( s,m) ' (t − τ k( i ) ) c1,m (t )

BERs =

(i )
k

Mi

∑∑ ∑ ∑

φk=
θ k ,l − ωlτ k , Pi is received power from user
,l

S

Ki

S

(24)

in medium to-1. Gi is processing gain from medium i as
an integrator. Ti is bit duration from user in the medium i.
This kind of interference is [10] :
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+

+

Tc2 ( Ms − 1)
∑
2Ts2Gs
k =2

+

Pi Tc3Gs Gi
∑∑
2
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 3 Ti PT
s s

Ks

S

Ki

Ki

Pi Tc3Gs Gi
∑ ∑ ∑ 2 2 (q − l )2
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 q =1, q ≠ l π Ti PT
s s
S

L

3
 π2 
PT
i c
+ ∑ ∑ ∑
M i 1 −

2
6 
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 m '=1, m '≠ m 6Ti PT

s s
S

+

Ki

Ki

Mi

(36)

3
PT
i c Gs Gi M i
∑ ∑ ∑ 2 2 (q − l ) 2
i =1, i ≠ s k =1 q =1, q ≠ l π Ti PT
s s
S

L

where Eb = PT
s s and signal to noise ratio is SNR =
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V. THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-CODE MULTI
CDMA S-ALOHA

CARRIER

According its name, Slotted Aloha changes the protocol
from continuous time to slotted time. We will observe the
time as sequence slot and duration T, where one frame can be
sent to each of the slots. In the transmission we assume that
the synchronization has occurred, so that all the transmissions
can start in the first slot. When a frame is to be transmitted in
a time slot, that frame is queued in first time slot. Therefore,
one frame competes with another frame that has the same time
slot. This reduces the time of contention from two time frames
to one time frame. This makes the maximum throughput from
Slotted-Aloha two times larger than the maximum throughput
of P-Aloha. Traffic load (G) will change according to the
time. Note that if the number of packets that are backlogged
increases, G will also increase. In this discussion we are
assuming that the number of users is unlimitted, while the
length of the packet being constant. Furthermore we also
assume that when a packet arrives, that packet will be
transmitted in another slot after. If a collision occurs so a
node is backlogged, the backlogged node will transmit the
packet in every slot with probability q until success. The
number of simultaneous transmissiosn from the system in a
slot duration has been given by the steady state probability
from the Poisson process, in this case it follows that
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also because of the code and subcarrier from a different
medium.

Figure 1. Throughput analysis MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA in
1

1

single medium and dual medium system with Gs = 32, Gi =
64, Ks = 200, Ki = 50,

L = 2, Mi = 2, dan Ms in variation

K

 G 


M s ⋅ L 

G 


P (K , G ) =
exp −
K!
 Ms ⋅ L 

(37)

P (K,GS-Aloha) as a probablity in K user that raise Ms.L.K
subpacket in one slot duration. GS-Aloha is load traffic, the
average of subpacket that sent in one slot duration. The
Poisson Model assumes that the number of users are
unlimitted because generally gives an approximation near to a
real condition in a network with many stations.
Systematically throughput value can be written in
∞

S = ∑ M s ⋅ L ⋅ K ⋅ P(K , G ) ⋅ Pa

(38)

k =1

where Ms is the number of code in medium s, L is the number
of subcarrier that is used and K is the number of users. Pa is
the probability success in transmission of subpacket in the SAloha system. It can be written in the form

Pa=

(1 − ( BER )

s mc − mc

)

Lb

(39)
with Lb being the length of a transmitted bit.

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Based on Figure 1 and 2, we can observe that the
perfomance of throughput in MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA
with single medium is better than dual medium. This is
because in the dual medium system, the interference is caused
not only by the code and subcarrier from the same medium but

Figure 2. Throughput analysis MC-MC-CDMA S-ALOHA
1

system in single medium and dual medium with Gs = 32,

Gi1 = 64, Ks = 200, Ki = 50, Ms = 2, Mi = 2, and L in
variation

VII. CONCLUSIONS
1. Throughput system of multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA in dual medium in the AWGN channel has been
analyzed
2. Throughput system of multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA is better than multi-code CDMA or multicarrier
CDMA S-ALOHA system.
3. Throughput system of multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA in single-medium is better than dual-medium.
4. Throughput system of multi-code multicarrier CDMA SALOHA increases according to the increase in the number of
code in medium s (Ms), medium i (Mi) and the number of
subcarrier (L).
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Intelligent Learning Objects (LOs)
Through Web Services Architecture
Ahmad Luthfi1
Faculty of Computer Science
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Abstract— In recent years, e-learning has started to attract a
lot of attention from researchers as well as practitioners. Many of
the existing architectures for e-learning systems are based mainly
on plain client-server or peer-to-peer architectures, and
therefore suffer from drawbacks like poor scalability or the
complicated interchange of content. In this paper we present a
distributed, service-oriented architecture for e-learning systems
based on web services, and describe the extensions to support
software agents. Moreover, we show what advantages such an
architecture may have to offer and propose the usage of
intelligent software agents for the distributed retrieval of
educational content. The implementation of these services
enables a reuse of functionalities of an e-Learning platform. The
present research has identified and created common services,
which are essential for the creation and authoring stages of
typical e-Learning system architecture by utilized Learning
Objects (LOs). These services are Web Services based and will
provide a common interface between various components leading
to platform independence and interoperability between learning
system.
Keywords: e-Learning, Web Services, Learning Objects

1. INTRODUCTION
E-learning platforms and their functionalities today
resemble one another to a large extent. Recent standardization
efforts in e-learning concentrate on the reuse of learning
material, but not on the reuse of application functionalities.
Our LearnServe system builds on the assumption that a typical
learning system is a collection of activities or processes that
interact with learners and suitably chosen content, the latter in
the form of learning objects. This enables us to subdivide the
main functionality of an e-learning system into a number of
stand-alone applications, which can then be realized
individually or in groups as Web services.
The implementation of these services enables a reuse of
functionalities of an e-learning platform. The LearnServe
system is based on common standards, both in the area of elearning and in the area of Web services. The realization in a
distributed fashion leads to a number of challenges including
1
Ahmad Luthfi is with Faculty of Computer Science, Bina Darma
University, Jl. Jenderal Ahmad Yani No. 12 Palembang 30264, South
Sumatera, Indonesia. Email: luthfie@mail.binadarma.ac.id.
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the ICA2009 International
Conference in October 2009 in Bandung, Indonesia.

the maintenance of content and services. However, on the
other hand, it has potentials like direct integration of elearning services into business applications or the access of
learning services by different devices if there is an appropriate
client for that device.
There are numerous supplementary factors to realize the
target and concept of educational technology. For example,
the rapid development in information technology has
produced faster and better technologies in both hardware and
software. As a result, by utilizing them humans beings can
improve their skills and work more efficiently.
The Internet provides a distributed infrastructure for
sharing information globally, with one estimation that the online population will reach 6,300 million users in 2004 [1].
This vast user market becomes a great motivation for the
development of new technologies which enables one to build
the next generation of the web based application. In particular,
the size of the user base makes it attractive to develop
collaborative applications that link the growing number of
diverse clients with rich media web content.
Many institutions are currently offering courses for tertiary
education. In order to pass a course, participants receive a
checklist that describes the content of the course. Based on
these descriptions, these learners can freely choose content
from various providers. Traditional e-Learning platforms do
not provide the flexibility that a learner needs in tertiary
education. These platforms are usually centralized and offer
courses with well-defined or fixed content instead of flexible
checklists. Learners do not have the ability to choose from
content offered by different authors and styles within a course.
Moreover, the content is usually not selectable and adaptable
to the specific needs of a learner [2].
A general consensus seems to exist regarding roles played
by people in a learning environment as well as regarding the
core functionality of modern e-Learning platforms. The main
players in these systems are the learners and the authors;
others include trainers and administrators. Authors (which can
also be teachers or instructional designers) create content,
which is stored under the control of a learning management
system (LMS) and typically in a database [3, 4].
Existing content can be updated and also reused in other eLearning systems. The administrator controls the learning
management system (LMS). The LMS interacts with a runtime environment, which is addressed by learners, who in turn
may be coached by a trainer. The interesting aspect of this
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idea is the fact that these three components of an e-Learning
system can be logically and physically distributed. That is,
they can be installed on distinct machines and offered by
different providers or content suppliers. In order to make such
a distribution feasible, standards such as IMS and SCORM
ensure plug-and-play compatibility to a large degree [5].
E-Learning systems are often not limited to only
addressing the needs of a specific learner. They can be
implemented in such a way that a customization of features
and of the content appearance is adaptable to the needs of the
individual learner. Learners vary significantly in preknowledge, abilities, goals for approaching a learning system,
pace of learning, way of learning, and the time (and money)
they are able to spend on learning. To fulfill the needs of such
a flexible system, a learning platform has to meet a number of
requirements, including the integration of a variety of
materials, the potential deviation from predetermined
sequences of actions, personalization and adaptation, and the
verifiability of work and accomplishments [6].
We consider the approach to construct (standardized)
wrappers around e-Learning content as being more promising.
In particular, we follow a service-oriented approach that
encapsulates educational content inside a Web Service in
order to increase interoperability and re-usability. In addition,
we also propose a general service-oriented architecture for eLearning systems, in which the different components are
implemented as Web Services [7, 8, 9]. The expected
advantages are that system components and content can be
distributed all over the Web and offered by different vendors.
Furthermore, the format in which content is stored will be
less important, since the Web Services may provide
functionality to extract and present it over the Web. For
learners, e-Learning systems can be individually assembled by
using the distributed components to provide the functionality
they really need. We address the problem of content retrieval
in such a distributed environment by using intelligent software
agents, which take both the preferences of particular users as
well as the data into consideration, which is stored inside
services. The main focus of the paper is on a general serviceoriented architecture for e-Learning systems based on Web
Services.
In this paper, we present a mix between literature review
and experimentation about e-Learning system, including Web
Service Architecture, Learning Object Materials, and the
LCMS concept. Moreover, we show the advantages that such
a web service architecture may offer and propose the usage of
e-Learning System for the distributed retrieval of educational
content.

2.

E-LEARNING STANDARDIZED

This section briefly introduces some fundamentals relevant
to our work, which consists of e-Learning and the Web
Services approach.

LUTHFI

2.1 E-Learning System
E-Learning has attracted a lot of attention in recent years
from researchers as well as practitioners.

Figure 1. General View of e-Learning System

As depicted in Figure 1, a general agreement exists
regarding roles played by people in a learning environment, as
well as the functionality of e-Learning systems required in
general [9]. In a typical learning environment, there are
several groups of people involved: authors and learners, which
are the main players, and administrators and trainers. Authors
can be teachers or instructional designers who create eLearning content by using an authoring system.
The core of an e-Learning system, which is under the
control of an administrator, typically consists of a learning
management system (LMS) or learning content management
system (LCMS). An LMS provides functionality like
managing learners and their profiles, tracking their progress,
easing collaboration, or scheduling events. An LCMS is aimed
at managing learning content which is typically stored in a
database.
Content consumed by learners and created by authors are
commonly handled, stored, and exchanged in units of learning
objects (LOs). Basically, LOs are units of study, exercise, or
practice that can be consumed in a single session, and they
represent reusable granules that can be created independent of
the type of delivery medium. The LOs can be accessed
dynamically (e.g. over the Web). Ideally, LOs can be reused
by different LMS and plugged together to build classes that
are intended to serve a particular purpose or goal [10].
Accordingly, LOs need to be context-free, which means that
they have to carry useful description information on the type
and context in which they may be used. For example, a LO
dealing with aching the basics of the SQL language can be
used in classes on software engineering, database
administration, and data modeling.
The concept of LOs represents one possible solution to the
interoperability problem, since LOs are intended for use in
many different e-Learning systems. In our view, Web Services
represent a suitable technology for the implementation of LOs,
since they address a similar problem domain and build on
widely spread standards. A collection of Web Services can be
employed to handle content and course offerings as well as
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other LCMS functionality. We briefly introduce the Web
Service paradigm next.

2.2 Web Services
Web Service is a technology that has been developed to
provide various types of services over a web connection. The
main advantage of using Web Services technology is crossplatform communications. At the start of 2005 there were two
major competing technologies in Web Services, namely from
Microsoft and Sun Microsystems. As far as implementation is
concerned both use common standards and protocols, such as
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Extensible Markup
Language (XML), Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) and Universal Discovery Description & Integration
(UDDI). SOAP is an XML-based message exchange protocol
that is used to communicate between Web Services and their
clients [12]. With the help of this lightweight protocol we can
easily exchange structured information in a decentralized
distributed environment.
WSDL provides description of a Web Service. Each Web
Service has a WSDL file which is basically an XML file that
describes a set of SOAP messages the Web Service uses and
how the messages are exchanged between Web Services and
clients [13]. UDDI is often called the Yellow Pages of Web
Services [13]. A UDDI is a directory of Web Services having
XML files describing a business and the services it offers. We
will use UDDI in our architecture.
In essence, Web Services are independent software
components that use the Internet as a communication and
composition infrastructure. They abstract from the view of
specific computers and provide a service-oriented view by
using a standardized stack of protocols. In a typical invocation
of a Web Service, a client may use a UDDI registry and the
UDDI protocol to find a server that hosts a service. It then
requests from the server a WSDL document written in the
Web Services Description Language, which describes the
operations supported by the service. For the invocation, the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) protocol can be used,
which builds upon HTTP to transport the data. More complex
Web Services can be composed out of existing services using,
for example, BPEL4WS. For more details on Web Services
we refer the reader to [11].
2.3 Web Services Architecture
In a Web Service-based computing model, both clients and
Web Service providers are unaware of implementation details.
If the client wants to consume a Web Service, the client will
need to go through four stages. These four stages are
directory, discovery, description and data which is also called
the wire format [13]. Figure 1 presents a Web Service
infrastructure. At the first stage (directory), a client searches
for a Web Service. Directories services such as UDDI provide
a central place for storing published information about Web
Services. The client searches a directory and finds a URL.
In the second stage a client sends a request for service
description documents. The server returns the discovery
document that enables the client to know about the presence
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of a Web Service and its location. In the third stage the client
sends his request for a particular Web Service. The service
description is sent by the server in XML which specifies the
format of the messages that the Web Service can understand
[14].

Figure 2. System Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture by applying a SOA
concept. The architecture is separated into the two parts: data
storage and Web Service. In data storage, the XML database
stores items. An item bank data structure is described in an
XML document. The item structure is a subject to a XML
schema developed according some defined standards. This
database structure is designed by using the basic data structure
of the general testing parameters, such as question, multiple
choice, and answer.

Figure 3. Web Service Architecture
In Web Service design, a set of standards for describing,
publishing, discovering, and binding application interfaces is
defined using WSDL, SOAP and UDDI. WSDL is a format
for describing a Web Service interface [15]. It describes
services and a way they should be bound to specific network
addresses. The descriptions of services and messages are
generally expressed in XML. SOAP provides the envelope for
sending messages via the Internet (Figure 2).
UDDI defines a set of services supporting the description
and discovery of service providers. The design of Web
Service consists of four main modules – GAs, TDT, SOAP,
and WSDL – as shown in Figure 3. The Genetic Algorithms
(GA) are the item classification method to generate an optimal
decision tree.
As shown in Figure 4, LearnServe is divided into two
parts: a client software and Web services provided by several
suppliers. The LearnServe client is the access point for users
who can use the learning services. These services are
implemented on distributed servers and in particular include
authoring, content, exercise, tracking, a discovery services as
well as communication services such as email and message
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boards. The exercise services are provided by our xLx system
[21], that was enhanced to offer its functionality as a Web
service and can thus already be used in external systems.

LUTHFI

3.2 LCMS Architecture
The architecture of our LCMS is aimed at coordinating all
learning-related activities and the management of learning
materials. The PC computer of a learner interacts directly with
the LCMS during a learning session [9]. All Web Services of
the LCMS should also be accessible via Web pages, so that
the learner only needs a Web browser to utilize the LCMS.
In a first step the learner has to authenticate in the LCMS,
which is done by a LCMS login service. This service draws on
a database with access rights and uses an authentication
mechanism. When the learner is logged in and authenticated,
he or she can access a Web page for course management, the
functionality of which is implemented as a course
management service. The learner can look for suitable courses
with a searchLOB operation, which searches for learning
objects with the help of the agent platform, also implemented
as a Web Service. The bookLOB operation is called to enroll
for a course that was found by an agent. A class can be
attended by calling the execLOB operation on the remote LO.

Figure 4. High Level Web Services Architecture

3.

RESULTS

3.1 Web-Services-Based LCMS
In this section we present a service-oriented architecture of
an LCMS based on Web Services, which is extended to
support software agents. We assume that all the LCMS
functionality including, the learning contents, are
implemented as Web Services.
Figure 6. Components of a distributed, Web-Services-Based LCMS

Figure 5. Learning Content Management System
In this Figure 5, Web Services are depicted as rectangles
containing a name as well as the most important operations.
Furthermore, the architecture is designed in such a way that a
learner only needs an Internet browser to use the LCMS. We
explain the architecture shown as well as most of the
operations listed in this figure in more detail in the following
subsections.

The LCMS may also comprise of other services. In
discussion boards or chat rooms learners can interact with
instructors or other learners and ask questions. A progress
monitor composes the assessment results from all lessons into
a general overview; this can also be used to create certificates.
An accounting service manages all processes which are
related to financial aspects. It shows, for example, all booked
courses or the bill that has to be paid by an individual. Finally,
it should be mentioned that the functionality of the LCMS can
be extended by other Web Services, which can either be
provided internally (i.e. in a local network) or externally from
other suppliers over the Web.
3.3 Learning Objects (LOs) and Metadata
Learning objects (i.e. educational content) is provided in
form of Web Services. In general, LOs may have any desired
structure. From a conceptual point of view, however, LOs
typically contain parts like Metadata, Overview, Summary and
one or more Reusable Information Objects (RIOs), which in
turn contains a content part, a practice items part, and an
assessment items part for the generation of online tests [3]. In
addition to traditional LOs, Web-service-LOs come with
operations to extract, manipulate, and present contents.
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Therefore, the format in which content is stored inside a Web
Service is less important. Operations might even be invoked to
randomly generate online-tests from the assessment items.
The agent platform is an environment in which software
agents can be executed to retrieve LOs, and which is wrapped
by a Web Service. Agents are intended to assist learners with
a focused search for LOs, according to the specifications they
make. The search parameters of an agent, the start of a search,
or the access to the list of retrieved LOs, for example, can be
controlled by invoking appropriate Web Service operations
which extract metadata from LOs.
Learning objects can be stored in a relational or an objectrelational database and are typically a collection of attributes,
some of which are mandatory, and some of which are
optional. In a similar way, other information relevant to a
learning system (e.g. learner personal data, learner profiles,
course maps, LO sequencing or presentation information,
general user data, etc.) can be mapped to common database
structures. This makes interoperability feasible; moreover, it
allows for a process support inside an e-Learning system that
can interact with the underlying database appropriately [10,
17].
Metadata in reality is data describing data and it can be
used to describe any digital resource. There are various
metadata elements which describe different aspects of digital
resources. For example the IEEE LOM specification [17] has
metadata elements which enable the description of digital
resources. Such descriptions include amongst other things the
purpose of the resource, technical information about the
resource, and the ownership of the resource. The ownership of
the resource is described by digital rights metadata tags [18].

4.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Many custom e-Learning platforms can only present their
material inside the platform, while on the other hand Internetbased Web Services are becoming ubiquitous, both at a
professional and at a personal level. A service-oriented eLearning system results from a perception of the various tasks
and activities that are contained in such a system as processes
or as work-flows; using appropriate encodings of objects and
tasks in UDDI and WSDL forms and documents enable broad
exchanges, flexible compositions, and highly customized
adaptations possible.
We also identified the essential services in the functioning
of a typical e-Learning based. These services (with real time
Web Services technology) would provide a common interface
between various components leading to platform
independence and interoperability between learning systems.
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Industrial Control Quality Improvement using
Statistical Process Control: Tennessee Eastman
Process Simulation Case
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Abstract—Industries need quality control as it can help to
decrease operation cost, to improve product quality, etc. Quality
control can be established by controlling the quality of raw
materials, controlling of process variable by using control
systems (such as PI/PID controller), and so on. A well known
method that can be used to measure the performance of the
controlled variables is the Statistical Process Control (SPC). In
this paper, the operation cost, the product quality, process
pressure, and production rate from the Tennessee Eastman
process simulation were evaluated by using SPC method. The
Tennessee Eastman process was simulated by using SIMULINK
and MATLAB 7.01 software. Besides evaluation, the control
system design from outcome tuning parameters controller PI was
studied.
Keywords: PI/PID Controller, Statistical Process Control, Process
Simulation

1. Introduction
Quality control is important to industries as it can decrease
defective products, reduce operations cost, and improve
product quality. Quality control can be established by
controlling the quality of raw material, controlling the process
variable use controller (such as PI controller), and others.
Previously quality control was only conducted at final stages
of a product. This resulted in various losses, such as loss of
consumer trust, many unsold defective products, increase in
operation cost, and other negative impacts. A method that can
be used to monitor quality controlling is known as Statistical
Process Control (SPC) [1-3].
SPC softwares are usually are located in the office level
which is used to assess the performance of the process
industries. In the past, such approaches were difficult to
implement. However, with the technological advances within
the industrial automation systems driven by advancement of
communication and networking technologies, this task now
can be performed easily. The important software in interfacing
data from the field level to the office level is the Open Process

Control (OPC) software. Today the data from the sensors and
actuator in the field level can be easily located within a single
database, which allows an easier review of entire operational
performance and trends (rather than unit by unit) from a single
location. Collected data may also be used to document
environmental regulatory compliance. Integration of plant data
with business applications will automatically provide
informed business decisions. Long-term data storage enabling
high volumes of data can be analyzed to ensure best practices
to achieve the best quality product and to minimize energy
consumption, while incidents can be analyzed and avoided.
At the network level, today process automation intensively
uses computer network technologies and intelligent sensors
and actuators. Communications in process automation is now
dominated by the Ethernet protocol, replacing the old serial
communication using RS 232 or RS 485. Many vendors have
developed the Ethernet version of their communication
protocol in order to gain faster transmission over the old serial
transmission. Latency tests of Ethernet has shown faster data
transmission rates than RS 485 by using the Modbus protocol
[4]. Many advantages and new different ways of performing
transparent process automation using the Ethernet have been
developed by vendors. This will improve the implementation
of plant-wide control using advanced control methods that
needs real-time process variables for comprehensive, fast and
accurate compensation.

Figure 1: Transparent Process Automation Hierarchy
1
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Figure 1 shows the transparent process automation
hierarchy by using Ethernet and OPC technology denoted by
the blue line. By using these technologies, engineers can
perform not only the calculation for the controllers but can
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also directly manipulate the controller by using many
engineering science calculation softwares and optimizations.
The SPC software in the plant information management
system also gain benefits from this network communication as
it can be incorporated to the advanced control engineering
software and the human machine interface (HMI), to gather
data and to deliver the results to the controllers. Moreover,
Ethernet communications is now being developed to replace
the conventional analog signal transmission from the
controller to sensors and actuators and vice versa, denoted in
Figure 1 by the orange lines. By using faster industrial data
communication, integrated monitoring and control systems
over a wider plant area can be applied to perform better
process production beyond the conventional industrial data
transmission using analog signal.
Plant-wide control within Tennessee Eastman (TE) is an
interesting and challenging problem in industrial process
control. The TE problem was first proposed by Downs dan
Vogel in 1993 [5]. The problems include multivariable
process control, multi objective optimization, adaptive and
predictive control, interacting control, nonlinear control,
identification and estimation, diagnostic and monitoring,
education, and others. Since the TE problem was accepted as a
standard experimental apparatus in plant-wide control design,
more than 60 papers have been published internationally. The
TE process represents a process simulator which mimics the
real process. The diagram block of the TE process is shown in
Figure 2. The process consists of many units, such as an
exotermic reactor, a two-phase reactor, a flash separator and a
reboiler stripper. In this TE process, there are 41 measured
output variables and 12 manipulated variables. Using the TE
process, various research from different perspectives and
various control methods – with many different level of
difficulties and complexities – can be conducted close to the
real process [6,7].
The objectives of this paper are to evaluate operation cost,
product quality, process pressure, and production rate from
Tennessee Eastman process simulation, and to study control
system design from the outcome tuning parameter controller
PI by using SPC method. The outlined problems are: the
system is linear system so there is no disturbance in simulation
process, the simulation process is a simplified process
(MATLAB with Fortran to simulink), the quality product is
focused on G product composition, the analysis is done offline, and the process is viewed from overall perspective.
The Tennessee Eastman process is provided by using basic
control system as shown in Figure 2. In this paper, the
Tennessee Eastman process is viewed from overall
perspective (Figure 3) and simulated by using SIMULINK
and MATLAB 7.01 based on simulation process developed by
Ricker, 2000 [8]. In every stream of the Tennessee Eastman
process, overall process uses PI controller where Kc and I
denote the gain and the integral parameters respectively [9].
The simulation process is divided into 2 sections, the
preliminary and the main sections.
In the introduction section, based on the Tennessee
Eastman overall process, the controller parameter value was
changed. Controller parameter values are increased by
multiplying with 100 and decreased by dividing with 100
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from the default controller parameter values. First, the process
is simulated with no controller parameter change (called the
default condition). Then one of the controller parameter
process value is increased from the default parameter value
and the simulation is repeated from the start. Next, the other
controller parameter process value is decreased from the
default parameter value and the simulation is repeated from
the start. But the other controller parameter value is still at
default value. The simulation result when the parameter values
are at the default, increased, and decreased states were
collected for the SPC analysis.
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Figure 2: Tennessee Eastman Process Scheme with Basics
Controlling (McAvoy, Ye, 1994) [6]

Sample from data of each simulation was taken every 1
hour and UCL and LCL for control chart (x and MR chart)
was calculated using equations below with n is 3:
For x chart :
N

∑ xi
x = i =1

(1)

UCL = x + E 2 MR

(2)

centre line (CL) = x

(3)

LCL = x − E 2 MR

(4)

N

For MR chart :
MR = range from x i until x i + n

(5)

UCL = D 4 MR

(6)
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centre line (CL) = MR

(7)

LCL = D 3 MR

(8)

The constants are given in Table 1 in the following.

Table 1 Constants for x chart and MR chart
(Smith, 1998) [2]
n

D3

D4

E2

2

0.000

3.267

2.659

3

0.000

2.574

1.772

4

0.000

2.282

1.457

5

0.000

2.115

1.29

25

rate, and %G in product in Figure 3, with the controller
parameter Kc and τI. The infuential controller parameters
which resulted from the introduction section are the A feed
rate controller Kc and τI parameters, C feed rate controller Kc
and τI parameters, production rate controller Kc parameters
purge rate controller Kc and τI parameters, %G in product
controller Kc and τI parameters.
In the main section, the value of each controller parameter
that were resulted from the introduction section is then
changed. Next, from the main section result, the parameter
values of each controller that give the best and the worst
condition is selected. The criteria for the value selection of
each controller parameter that give best condition are given in
the following:
1. It does not pass LCL and UCL, for x and MR chart, and
for operation cost, product quality, pressure and production
rate.
2. It has lower operation cost average, or higher product
quality average, or pressure average that more closer to set
point (2800 kPa), or higher production rate average than
default condition.
The criteria for the worst condition is opposite to the criteria
for the best condition.
3.

Figure 3: Tennessee Eastman Overall Process Scheme (McAvoy,
Ye, 1994) [5]

2.

Simulation Procedures

Simulation is carried out by using the TE process
simulation software developed in [8]. After simulation, each
controller parameter value was studied and the controller
parameter values that give the best state and the worst state
based on control chart criteria are selected.
Results are then analyzed by comparing operation cost,
product quality, process pressure, and production rate control
chart between the controller parameter values at default
condition and at change value conditions. In the introduction
section, the compared control charts are obtained when the
controller parameter values are at default, increased, and
decreased conditions. Next, the controller parameters that give
significant difference in the control chart at 3 conditions for
Tennessee Eastman overall process are called influential
controller parameters. In the main section, the compared
control charts are the control chart where every controller
parameter value is at changed condition with control chart at
the default condition.
The Tennessee Eastman process is viewed from the overall
perspective to decrease controller parameter which is then
tested. The tested controller in the introduction section are the
controller at A, C, D, and E feed rate, purge rate, production

Analysis and Results

Result analysis was done by compareing the operation cost,
product quality, process pressure, and production rate control
chart between the controller parameter change value condition
with the default condition. In the introduction section, the
control chart that was compared are the controller parameter
values at default condition, at increased value condition, and
decreased value condition. Example of the control chart from
the introduction section result is τI parameter for %G in
product controller shown in Figure 4(a) at the increased
contoller parameter value condition, and Figure 4(b) for the
decreased controller parameter value condition. In the main
section, the control chart that was compared are the controller
parameter values at the default condition and the changed
value condition. The results of the value selection of the
controller parameters from the main section are shown in
Table 2. Example of the control chart from the main section
result is τI parameter for %G in product with best condition
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Example of Control Chart (x and MR Chart) from the
Introduction Section Result When Controller Parameter at (a)
decreased value condition, (b) increased value condition
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Pressure

x kPa gauge

2805

Table 2: Each Controller Parameter Value for Default,
Best, and Worst Condition from the Main Section Result
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Production
18.6

x, m3/hr

18.4
18.2
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17.8
17.6

0
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MR, m3/hr

0.8

60
70
80
Changed
Condition
Default Condition
Limit for Changed Condition
Limit for Default Condition

A feed
rate
C feed
rate
Product
ion rate
Purge
rate
%G in
product

Default
Condition
Kc
τI
0,01
0,001 /
60
0,00
0,001 /
3
60
3,2
––
0,01
-0,4

0,001 /
60
100 /
60

Best Condtion
Kc
1
0,000
3
0,32
0,9
- 0,04

Worst Condition

τI
0,00001 /
60
0,01 / 60

0,000033

––

128

0,000011
1/ 60
1000 / 60

0,000167

Kc
0,000333

-4

τI
0,03 /
60
0,09 /
60
––
0,06 /
60
11,11 /
60

A feed rate controller (Kc) parameter and %G in product
controller (τI) parameter show significant tendency when their
value was increased such that the control chart would not pass
their limit and when their value of parameter was decreased so
that the control chart would pass their limit. A feed rate
controller τI parameter showed tendency when the controller
parameter value was increased such that the control chart
would pass their limit and when the value was decreased such
that the control chart would not pass their limit. C feed rate
controller Kc and τI parameter, production rate and %G in
product controller Kc parameter, purge rate controller Kc and
τI parameter did not show any tendency in the control chart.
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(5d)
Figure 5: Example of Control Chart (x and MR Chart) from the
Main Section Result for: (a) Operation Cost, (b) Quality, (c)
Pressure, (d) Production Rate.

Based on the Tennessee Eastman overall process
perspective, it was observed that not all PI controller
parameter shows significant effects in operation cost, quality,
pressure, and production rate between condition at changed
value controller parameter and condition at default value
controller parameter. The controller parameters on overall
process that had significant influent are A feed rate controller
Kc and τI parameter, C feed rate controller Kc and τI
parameter, production rate controller Kc parameter, purge rate
controller Kc and τI parameter, %G in product controller Kc
and τI parameter.. The operation cost at the default condition
(controller parameter have not changed yet) passed UCL for x
and ME chart.

Value changing of each parameter values of the controller
could give better chart result (x and MR) than the default
value condition. Control chart can be used to provide easier
overview of the process and the offset for chemical industry
like Tennessee Eastman process. If the range value between
UCL and LCL in control chart is samller, then the system
response reaches the set-point with less oscillation. Only the
purge rate controller with Kc and τI parameter at the best
condition that gave lower operation cost average than at the
default condition and the other controller parameter at best
condition.
4.

Conclusions

The Tennessee Eastman process has been investigated from
the plant wide control consideration by using statistical
process control analysis. By using SPC, the Tennessee
Eastman process can be evaluated and studied so the
controller parameter values that gave better result than the
default condition on operation cost, product quality, process
pressure, and production rate can be obtained. In the future, it
would be better if the controller parameter values were
changed with particular selected parameters that can give
better results, particulary on operation cost. Moreover, the
investigation needs to include the effect of the set point value
used in the process.
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Notation
x

sample

x

sample (x) average

MR Moving Range average

LCL Lower Control Limit
MR

Moving Range sample

n

number of sample that use to calculate a MR

N

number of sample

UCL Upper Control Limit
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Abstract- Currently, FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)
technology is being widely used for accelerator control owing to its
fast digital processing capability.This paper is purely a model to
determine the design circuit to implement Partial Discharge (PD)
detection in FPGA technology. The research shall involve ISE
Simulator version 9.2i (Xilinx) and Very high integrated circuit
Hardware Description Language (VHDL) programming to evaluate
the use of Field Programming Gate Array (FPGA) for the detection
and counting of partial discharge signals in underground cable. The
impulse signals at the input data have very fast rise time in the range
of 1 ns to 2 ns.

Keyword- Partial Discharge Detection, FPGA Simulation, FPGA
Technology, ADC with Peak Detector Block, Real Time Processing,
Underground Cable, Counter with Reset Block, VHDL
Programming.
I. INTRODUCTION

system can detect the PD signal in underground cable from
above the ground without outage.
A Partial Discharge (PD) is a flow of electrons and ions which
occurs in a gas over a small volume of the total insulation
system. This short duration series of events or impulse emit
acoustic, optical, electrical and electromagnetic energy. PDs
can be detected by measuring any of this radiation energy.[1]
The work in this paper primarily involved modeling, which
comprises a FPGA compiler ISE Xilinx Synthesize
Technology (XST) and ISE Xilinx simulator approach
whereby the impulse signals will be processed, detected and
counted using ADC with peak detector block and counter with
reset block. In the next stage, this method will be implemented
on a lab simulation scale for testing and validation. With this
method of PD detection, real PD signals can be detected
although the PD signals from magnetic probe sensor are too
weak. The PD signals can also be counted and displayed
clearly even if the PD signals have too much distortion.
The functional approach of the ADC with peak detector block
and counter with reset block will be dealt in this paper. The
physics of PD generation and data acquisition system are very
extensive and broad. Thus, they are not dealt in this work.

Fig. 1 Block Diagram Partial Discharge Detection using Gigahertz Data
Acquisition with FPGA Technology

FPGA compiler use (Test Bench) Xilinx ISE simulator and
Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST) to process synthesis and
simulate real time data from output Analogue to Digital
Converter (ADC) block to Peak Detection Block, and then
process counting PD signal in Impulse Counter with Reset
Block (30 bit). The impulse PD signals at the input data have
very fast rise time in the range of 1 ns to 2 ns. Fig.1 shows the
typical block diagram for detecting and monitoring partial
discharge signal.
PD detection system is an automatic system that can detect
and display PD signals from underground cable for easy
readout. PD detection system can work without oscilloscope,
computer or any other associated costly measuring equipment.
PD signal is detected by using magnetic probe sensor. This

In short a PD gives rise to voltage and current pulses with
time durations in the range of a few nanosecond (ns),
travelling at velocity of electromagnetic waves. Due to the
high sensitivity of magnetic probes, the shape of the pulse is
preserved with very high integrity.
II. DESIGN BLOCK OF THE PD DETECTION
Fig. 2 shows the functional approach of the ADC with peak
detector block and impulse counter with reset block in the
overall processing layout to count the PD signals. Other
blocks such as latch data block, reset automatic block and
driver LCD block are not dealt in this work.
A. Block ADC and Peak Detector
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Fig. 2 All Schematic Diagram of Block Diagram Partial Discharge Detection using FPGA

The function of ADC is to convert analogue signals to digital
signals by sampling time, and digitize signal. FPGA with
ADC is used as the real board integrates these two
components. The purpose of the FPGA and the ADC
converter is for counting the amount of PD signals from ADC
signal in the FPGA and then perform the computation of the
real time data using intelligence algorithm in VHDL
Programming. Fig. 3 shows the input PD signals.

A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0
(5 Volt) FF = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.............................................
.............................................
(0 Volt) FF = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig. 5 Output Data in ADC Block

A.2. Process Convert PD Signal Data in ADC:
OUTPUT BPF

(Band Pas s

Hex CC 00 7F

Filter) methode Eliptic s

00 FF 33

6F

FF 00 6F

Data Convert: 1 Volt = 33 hex 2 Volt = 66 hex
3 Volt = 99 hex 4 Volt = CC hex 5 Volt = FF hex.
Fig. 3 Input Data Analogue from ADC
Fig. 6 Output Data of ADC Block in Hexadecimal

Equation:
X Volt =

A.1. Block Diagram ADC:

dec = convert to hex ….. (1)

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram data ADC.
A.3. Data input Partial Discharge in Binary Data:
OUTPUT ADC (bin):

Fig. 7 shows the output data of ADC block in binary digital.
(PORT A; 8 bit)

OUTP UT

BPF

(B and

P as s

Filt er)

met hode

E lipt ic s

Fig. 4 Block Diagram Data ADC

Fig. 5 shows the output data in ADC block. There are 256
levels to convert Analogue Data to Digital Data when process
conversion data from 0 Volt to 5 Volt.
OUTPUT Data in ADC Block:

Hex CC 00 7F

00 FF 33

6F

Bin:
A7 1 0
A6 1 0
A5 0 0

0
0
0

0
1
1
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1 0 0
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1

Fig. 7 Output Data of ADC Block in Binary digital

A.4. Design ADC and PEAK Detection in FPGA:
The function of this peak detector is for detect peak signals
PD from sensor. In this simulation the peak detector is
designed to have a 2.8 V = 8F hex threshold voltage. It means
that if the input signal is more than 2.8 V or 8F hex, the output
of the peak detector is logic 1 or 5 V and if input signal is less
than 2.8 V or 8F hex, the output peak detector is logic 0 or 0
V. Detail of simulation model of Peak detector is shown in
Fig.8.
A.5. Block Diagram Simulation Model FPGA for ADC and
PEAK Detection:

Fig.10. Design Threshold and Process Peak Detection

Fig. 9 shows the design threshold for input data analogue of
ADC block in peak detector. Fig.10. shows the design
threshold and output data of peak detector.
A.7. Comparator between design VHDL and Verilog
Programming for ADC and PEAK Detection block in FPGA:
A.7.1. VHDL Programming:

Fig. 8 Simulation Model FPGA of ADC and PEAK Detector using VHDL
Programming

Comparator :
( Threshold = 8F hex = 2.803 Volt )
Threshold is designed in value 2.803 Volt or 8F hex to detect
PD signals in peak detector block. Output of peak detector is
logic high (logic 1=5V), if the input peak detector block is
more than 8F hex or if input ADC block is more than 2.803
Volt. Output of peak detector is logic low (logic 0=0V), if the
input peak detector block is less than 8F hex or if input ADC
block is less than 2.803 Volt.
A.6. Design Threshold for ADC and Peak Detector Block:
Design Threshold for Analogue Signal of Input Partial
Discharge Signal:

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity ADCandPEAK is
Port ( CLOCK : in STD_LOGIC;
ADC : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
PEAK : out STD_LOGIC);
end ADCandPEAK;
architecture Behavioral of ADCandPEAK is
signal PEAK_DETECT : std_logic := '0';
begin
process (CLOCK)
begin
if (CLOCK'event and CLOCK ='1') then
if (ADC > "10001111") then
PEAK_DETECT <= '1';
else
PEAK_DETECT <= '0';
end if;
end if;
end process;
PEAK <= PEAK_DETECT;
end Behavioral;

A.7.2. Verilog Programming
module ADCandPEAK(CLOCK, ADC, PEAK);
input CLOCK;
input [7:0] ADC;
output PEAK;
reg [0:0] PEAK = 1'b0;
reg [7:0] threshold = 8'h8F; //or threshold = 8'b1000_1111;

Fig. 9 Design Threshold for Input Data Analogue from ADC

always @(posedge CLOCK)
if (ADC > threshold)
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PEAK <= 1'b1;
else
PEAK <= 1'b0;

Endmodule

Listing programming A.71 shows the design VHDL
programming for ADC and Peak detector block in FPGA
technology. Listing programming A.72 shows the design
Verilog programming for ADC and Peak detector block inn
FPGA technology.

EMILLIANO ET AL.

5. Input data 5th impulse from ADC is: 0010 0000 or 20
hex (0.62 V).
6. Input data 6th impulse from ADC is: 0000 1000 or 08
hex (0.157 V).
7. Input data 7th impulse from ADC is: 0000 0010 or 02
hex (0.039 V).

A.8. Flow Chart Diagram for ADC and PEAK Detection
Programming:
Fig.10. shows the design flowchart diagram.

Fig.12. Design Input Data Analogue PD signal for ADC and Peak Detection
Block

A.10. Design Platform FPGA for ADC and PEAK
Detector Block:
Platform programming is VHDL (Very high speed integrated
circuit Hardware Description Language) and Verilog
programming.
Platform FPGA is:
1. FPGA Virtex 5 (ML501 Board)
2. Chipset FPGA is XC5VLX50
3. Package of Chipset is FF676

Fig. 11 shows the design flow chart diagram for ADC and
peak detector block in FPGA.

Design clock timing in FPGA Xilinx Virtex 5 is:
1. Clock High Time is : 20 ns
2. Clock Low Time is : 20 ns
3. Input setup Time is : 10 ns
4. Output Valid Delay is : 10 ns
5. Offset is : 100 ns
6. Initial Length of
Test Bench is
: 1000 ns

A.9. Design Input Data Analogue ADC for Simulation PD
signal in ADC and PEAK Detector of FPGA:

A.11. Result Test Simulation for ADC and Peak Detector
Block Programming:

Fig.11. Design Flow Chart Diagram for ADC and Peak Detection Block in
FPGA

Fig.12 shows the design input PD signal to FPGA board from
ADC board before simulation VHDL using Xilinx ISE
simulator.
Design input data before simulation as follow:
1. Input data 1st impulse from ADC is: 1110 1111 or EF
hex (4.686 V).
2. Input data 2nd impulse from ADC is: 0000 0000 or 00
hex (0 V).
3. Input data 3rd impulse from ADC is: 1101 1111 or DF
hex (4.372 V)
4. Input data 4th impulse from ADC is: 1011 1111 or BF
hex (3.745 V)

Fig.13. Simulation Model FPGA of ADC and Peak Detector Block using Test
Bench Wave ISE Simulator from 0 ns until1000 ns
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B.2. Block Diagram:

Fig.16. Block Diagram Design for 30 bit Counter and Reset Block in FPGA

Fig.14. Analysis Simulation Model FPGA of ADC and Peak Detector Block
Programming.

Result Test in fig.13. shows the peak detector can detect Peak
of PD signal from input signal ADC. The Peak detector in this
simulation is designed to have a 2.803 V = 8F hex threshold
voltage. It means that if the input signal is more than 2.803 V
or 8F hex, the output of the peak detector is logic 1 or 5 V and
if input signal is less than 2.803 V or 8F hex, the output peak
detector is logic 0 or 0 V. Detail of simulation model result of
Peak detector is shown in Fig.14.

Fig.16. shows the design 30 bit up counter with reset in
FPGA.
OUTPUT Data in Counter and Reset Block:
A29 A28 A27..... A3 A2 A1 A0
3FFF FFFF = 1 1 1 ..... 1 1 1 1
----------------------------------------------------------------0000 0000 = 0 0 0 ...... 0 0 0 0
There are 1,073,741,824 levels counting to count Digital PD
signal Data from Peak detector when process counting data
from 0000 0000 hex to 3FFF FFFF hex.

A.11.2 Conclusion of the Simulation:
This ADC and PEAK Detection Block has been successful to
be running in FPGA Programming.
B. Block Counter and Reset :
B.1. Design Counter and Reset Block:
The purpose of the Counter and Reset Block is for counting
the amount of PD signals from ADC signal and Peak detection
Block in the FPGA and then perform the computation of the
real time data using 30 bit digital Output data in VHDL
Programming. So it means counter will run up counter from 0
to 1,073,741,824 counting or 0000 0000 hex to 3FFF FFFF
hex counting. Counter will return back to 0 if the reset of
counter is active. In this VHDL programming, counter is
designed using reset active high (type negative edge reset) for
Up Counter in FPGA. Fig.15. shows the input data analogue
from ADC.

Fig.17. Block Diagram Design for 30 bit Counter and Reset Block in FPGA

Fig.17 shows desire result from design counter with reset
block programming. The desire result have to show the output
up counter increase when there is impulse signal, and the
output up counter must be zero when the reset signal is active.
B.3. Flow Chart Diagram for Counter and Reset Block
Programming:

Digital Signal of Input Counter and Reset Block in FPGA:

OUTPUT BPF

(Band

Pas s

Filt er)

met hode

Elipt
OUTPUT
ic s BPF (Band Pass Filter) methode Eliptics

Fig.15. Input Data Analogue from ADC

Fig.18. shows the design flowchart diagram of Counter and
Reset Block in FPGA. The first time program of counter is
setting to positive edge input. The second step of the program
is select data input, if the input reset data is active or logic
high then the output counter must be reset to zero value. If the
input reset data is not active or logic low, the program will
continue the next step. The third step of the program is select
input data of CE (chip enable). If the CE is given data active
or logic high then the output data counter must be increase
data by 1. If the CE is not active then data output counter must
be the same with old data. So data output counter will be stop
if CE is not active and the counter will run again after the
input CE is active again.
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counter is running depend of amount impulse Peak Detector
from input Counter and Reset Block. If there is impulse reset
is active in 600 ns, the counter is return back to 0 and do up
counting again.
B.4.2. Conclusion of the Simulation:
The Up Counter and Reset Block has been successful to
synthesis, compile, simulate and run in FPGA Programming.
C. Combination ADC-Peak Detection and Counter-Reset
Block
C.1. Design Peak Detector and Up Counter Block:
The counter will reset each 1µs, and the data output will be
hold by a latch for display purpose. The data will be updated
to display each 0.5µs or 500ns in FPGA. For constant impulse
signal rate, there will be 108 Impulse in 1 second if there is 1
impulse in each 10 ns. In real system data will be updated to
display each 1second in FPGA.
C.2. Block Diagram of Peak Detector and Counter:

Fig.18. Design Flow Chart Diagram for Counter and Reset Block in FPGA

B.4. Result Test Simulation for Counter and Reset Block
Programming:

Fig.21.Simulation Model FPGA of Peak Detector and Up Counter Block
using Test Bench Wave ISE Simulator
Fig.19. Simulation Model FPGA of Counter and Reset Block using Test Bench
Wave ISE Simulator from 0 ns until 230 ns

Fig.21. shows the simulation model FPGA of peak detector
and up counter with reset block.
Design clock timing in FPGA Xilinx Virtex 5 for simulation
model FPGA of peak detector and up counter with reset block
is:

Fig.20. Simulation Model FPGA of Counter and Reset Block using Test Bench
Wave ISE Simulator from 500 ns until 700 ns

B.4.1. Analysis Graphic:
Fig.20 and 21 shows the up counter is running from 0 to 46
hex when Reset is not active and Chip Enable is active. Up

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clock High Time is : 5 ns
Clock Low Time is : 5 ns
Input setup Time is : 2 ns
Output Valid Delay is : 2 ns
Offset is : 100 ns
Initial Length of
Test Bench is
: 1000 ns

C.3. Flow Chart Diagram for Combination ADC with Peak
Detector Block and Counter with Reset Block Programming:
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Fig.23. Simulation Model FPGA of ADC and PEAK Detector using Test
Bench Wave ISE Simulator

A.2. Result Test:
Table 1. Data Result Test Peak Detector

The data experiment lab of simulation VHDL programming
shows output peak detection is logic high when the input
voltage more than 2.803 volt.
A.3. Analysis Graphic:
Fig.22.Simulation Combination Peak Detector Block and Counter Block

Fig.22. shows the design flowchart diagram of Combination
ADC with Peak Detector Block and Counter with Reset Block
in FPGA.
III. SIMULATION RESULT
A. Test Simulation FPGA using Test Bench Wave for ADC
and PEAK Detection Programming:
A.1. Simulation Result Graph:
Fig. 23 shows the result test simulation model of ADC and
Peak Detector block programming. Table.1 shows the data
result of simulation test of ADC and Peak Detector block
programming. Fig.24 shows the analysis graphic of simulation
ADC and Peak Detector block programming.

Fig.24. Analysis Graphic of Simulation Model FPGA for ADC and PEAK
Detector Block

B. Simulation FPGA for Combination ADC with Peak
Detector Block and Counter with Reset Block
Programming
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there is impulse reset is active in 500 ns, the counter is return
back to 0 and do up counting again.
The up counter is counting when there is input analogue PD
signal from ADC that more than threshold line 2.803 Volt or
8F hex. The up counter will return to zero (0) again if reset is
active (the reset is active high).
V. CONCLUSSION
Result Test show that Output Peak Detector can detect Peak
signal from input signal ADC. The Peak detector in this
simulation is designed to have a 2.803 V = 8F hex threshold
voltage. It means that if the input signal is more than 2.803 V
or 8F hex, the output of the peak detector is logic 1 or 5 V and
if input signal is less than 2.803 V or 8F hex, the output peak
detector is logic 0 or 0 V. This ADC and PEAK Detection
Block has been successful to be running in FPGA
Programming.
The ADC-Peak Detector and Up Counter-Reset Block has
been successful to synthesis, compile, simulate and run in
FPGA Programming. Combination ADC-Peak-Counter can
work successfully.

Counter
Fig.25. Test Simulation FPGA for Peak Detector and Up Counter Block using
Test Bench Wave
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